
It is said that “not everything that is learned is contained in book” compare and 
contrast knowledge gained from experience with knowledge gained from 
books.in your opinion which source is more important? Why?

All findings about peoples’ people’s achievements and social training techniques  
for obtaining necessary experiences in their lives indicates that  both outlines of 
studying as formal education and other experimental ways make  them to 
become aware of social facts and their ability and capacity about how they can 
get along with most of issues frequently encountered with. But I state that the 
second way of training has become more vital and applying considering recent 
decades’ occasions. However, there has always have been some adverse look 
view in these areas.

This is undeniable that spending a great deal of times at schools for acquiring 
more new moderate and updated  information are the most significant issue to 
which each family pay attention too much. For instance there have already been 
several skills that just by academic training they are more likely for children to 
be attained while they are teenagers or entering into adolescent ages.at the 
next period of their lives’ process these sorts of educating won’t never be 
profitable and helpful with their professional and private future life. 

Now that they have been equipped with the scientific and knowledge weapon 
some other extra required experiments experience should be gained in 
communicating with different individuals so that they can improve their social 
reactions to deal with all aspects of life such as their proficiency and 
qualification for looking for a highly-positioned occupation, achieving self-
confidence and self-acceptance, also keeping calmness to overcome whole of 
difficulties ,strengthening their talents in social community behavior as a tactful 
and respectful manner, simultaneously. We should bear in mind that loving 
others and accompanying them would never be taught in any lessons during 
academic training unlike unless all these will be learned and earned through 
passing public living courses.

Subsequently, as I argued before, definitely these two methods are the main 
and key guidelines for people for leaving behind future probable future related 
issues as well much as possible .but certainly what makes the differences 
between an experienced man with inexperienced one is absolutely their 



socialized individualities which has strongly been affected by the society 
surrounding them and their abundant discoveries from their respective around 
environment.


